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• ISME’s Purpose
• Questioning some of our assumptions
• Some research that has driven my thinking

• My own perspective

ISME Constitution
Article II - Purpose

Great societies provide
Professional,Theoretical and Political
strength for their discipline

“to stimulate music education as an
integral part of general education”

• ISME’s greatest challenge

33rd ISME World Conference
Baku, Azerbaijan

ISME was formed in 1953 by UNESCO

Pre-2018

Current

The purpose of the Society shall be
to promote music in the education of
people of all ages throughout the
world, to enable every person to
enjoy music and to take part freely in
the musical life of the community, and
to assist music educators in the
preservation and teaching of the
music cultures of human society
while developing creative and
competent musicians for the
contemporary world.

The purpose of the Society shall
be to promote the learning and
teaching of music for all people, to
support the professional growth of
music educators throughout the
world, and to encourage the
teaching of the diverse musical
practices of various cultures.

ISME Purpose
The purpose of the Society shall be:
to promote the learning and
teaching of music for all people,

= Political Strength

to support the professional growth
of music educators throughout the
world, and

= Professional Strength

to encourage the teaching of the
diverse musical practices of various
cultures.

= Theoretical Strength

ISME’s Providing Political Strength

Slogans and Music Education

Speaking in ways that others outside our
profession can understand and find convincing
Speaking from an evidence based perspective

The Myth of Right - Left Brain
The slogans we have used to attract attention
or support

Moving from single pieces of evidence to metaanalyses that summarise evidence findings

Slogans and Music Education

Multiple Intelligences

(Gardner, 1983)

Music - produce and make meaning of sound
Danger - It may reinforce notions of ‘innate talent’

Slogans and Music Education

Right Brain - intuition, thoughtful, subjective
Left Brain - logical, analytical, objective

STEM versus STEAM
(Science, Technology, Engineering & Mathematics)
Difference between:
STEM advocacy for STEAM
&
Arts Education advocacy of STEAM

A Slogan
Just as participation in sport
promotes physical health . . . . . . .

Not about spending less time on STEM subjects and more on
arts subjects. It about applying creative thinking within STEM
disciplines.
The importance of the Arts does not lie in its association with
STEM

. . . . . so to participation in music
promotes mental health

The Mozart Effect Created an Industry
The Mozart Effect created a lot of public interest
• Huge amount of media attention

Does learning music impact
on non-musical abilities?

The Mozart Effect

• The Governor of Georgia (USA) had $110,000 in state
budget to purchase CD for every expectant mother
Rauscher, Frances H.; Shaw, Gordon
L.; Ky, Catherine N. (1993). "Music
and spatial task performance" (PDF).
Nature 365 (6447): 611. doi:
10.1038/365611a0. PMID 8413624

The Mozart Effect

The Experiment:
• Tested spatial abilities of 36 undergraduates after exposure to
10 minutes of Mozart, relaxation instructions, or silence
• Students administered 3 subtests from Stanford-Binet IQ test
• The effect for music was short-lived (10-15 min) meaning that
it lasted about as long as the students heard the music

Which two pictures are identical?

The Mozart Effect

Why did the Mozart Effect create so much interest?
• Results reported as IQ scores
• IQ has traditionally been seen as ‘fixed’ or stable
• IQ doesn’t change over time

Music Lessons and Nonmusical Abilities
Music education is associated with enhanced music-performance abilities
and music-listening skills.
BUT: are music lessons associated with nonmusical abilities?
Three key points to consider:

• Very simple fix to a complex problem
(ie that listening to Mozart increases intelligence)

1. Question of specificity: is music special in producing positive outcomes?

• Researchers didn’t consider well-established findings
from psychology or neuroscience to explain the link

education of parents, ethnicity, SES)

2. Music lessons are associated with basic demographic variables (income,
3. Correlation vs Causation
(Schellenberg, 2016)

“There is some experimental evidence that music
lessons cause small increases in general cognitive
abilities, but an abundance of real-world evidence
indicating that taking music lessons has a strong
association with cognitive abilities. Considered
jointly, these findings suggest that high-functioning
children are more likely than other children to take
music lessons, which may exaggerate their initial
advantages.”
(Schellenberg, 2016)

Public Views About Music
1st Misconception
Musical ability: is associated with the idea of talent
and special gifts rather than routine capacities
Therefore:
Music is only for students who possess an “innate”
talent
Musical skills are unexplainable - “special” - “mystical”
(e.g., Mozart, John Lennon . . . . . . . )

“Surprisingly, ‘hard data’ proving transfer-effects of musical
abilities on other cognitive domains are rare. Although there are
several reports demonstrating a positive correlation between
musical aptitude and intelligence in school children, it is still
unclear whether this is a mere coincidence (for instance due to
socio-economical backgrounds…) or whether there is a causal
relationship.” (Eckart Altenmüller)
AND:

Children’s Motivation
to Study Music

“In my opinion, the most convincing transfer effects can be
found in the domain what might be called ‘emotional
intelligence’…I suspect that we have not yet found the right
tests or not done the necessary studies for demonstrating the
(probably enormous) long term impact of music education for
daily life in reasoning and feeling.” (Eckart Altenmüller)

Public Views About Music
2nd Misconception
Public Perceptions of School Subjects
Academic subjects: associated with verbal and
mathematical reasoning
Therefore:
indispensable for daily life
essential for employment
Music: valued for recreation and cultural development
Therefore:
not useful in a practical way

9 Country Study
28,000 students
Australia, USA, Finland, Hong Kong, China,
Mexico, Brazil, Israel, Korea
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deeply seeded conceptions about
the nature of music and music
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Politicians, parents, students and
education leaders need to be
convinced about the importance
and usefulness of music in
schools
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“UNESCO Arts Education Road Map (2006)”
Cultural and Educational
Division
Creative and cultural
development should be a
basic function of
education
Access to arts education
should be a universal
human right for all
children

United Nations Declaration on Human Rights and Children’s rights

Article 22: everyone entitled to
realization of . . . . cultural rights
indispensable for dignity and the
free development of personality
Article 27: everyone has the right
to participate in the cultural life
of the community, to enjoy the
arts . . . . and its benefits
Article 29: right of the child to
participate fully in cultural and
artistic life and . . . appropriate
and equal opportunities for
cultural, artistic …. activity.

‘Rights’
versus
Reasons

The Role of Parents

Methods versus Approaches
Music and the Human Condition

Parents often give up on their child’s music
education before the child gives up
Why?

Despite different approaches to music
education, the percentage of students electing
music in High Schools in Western countries
seems to be relatively consistent

What implications does this have for how
parents see music as important or useful?

30 ISME Advocacy Statements
2004-2008

Advocacy for formal
Music Education

Bengt Olsson
Bennett Reimer
Besa Luzha
Bruno Nettl
Chris Pearce
Clifford K Madsen
David Elliott
Don Hodges
Eckart Altenmüller
Elliot Eisner

George Odam
Graham Welch
Hans Zender
Isabelle Peretz
J. Terry Gates
Jack Heller
Janet Mills
Jere Humphreys
Josef Scheidegger
Lech Kolago

Michael Mark
Nicholas Cook
Paul Lehman
Robert Walker
Rosanna Wong
Sue Hallam
Tom Regelski
Wayne Bowman
Wilf Gruhn

“What it is to be musical”
The power of music in communities

Versus
Music Education in formal school
settings

What is the role of education?
“Too often schools have neglected important long-term
goals in seeking to achieve fashionable short-term goals.
It is not the central purpose of education, for example,
to help the student to get a job. A broadly educated
person will find a job, but a narrow focus on job training
ignores the very skills that employers most desire: the
ability to think clearly and the ability to communicate
effectively…. creativity, flexibility, discipline, and the
ability to work cooperatively with others, are all skills
emphasized in music.” (Paul Lehman)

“Our schools should aim to develop students as people,
not just job-fillers for today’s marketplace mindset. As
many scholars have insisted in different words, education
is for life: education ought to be conceived for life as a whole,
not just for one aspect of life, such as work.”
“Much more is involved in the full and beneficial
‘development’ of a child than the acquisition of literacy
in the simple sense of job skills and academic knowledge,
or the so-called basics. What more? Worldwide, human
cultures past and present pursue a common set of ‘life
goals’ or ‘life values’ including happiness, enjoyment, selfgrowth, self-knowledge, freedom, fellowship, and selfesteem, for oneself and for others.” (David Elliott)

“Not to make music study available to all in the
schools, as seriously provided as every other
important subject, is to abrogate a fundamental
responsibility of education – to enable lives to be
as full as they can possibly be.” (Bennett Reimer)

“Since schools today are concerned with
preparing students for life in pluralistic
societies, and since schools in most
countries are more culturally diverse than
ever, it stands to reason that schools should
support the rich and enjoyable intercultural learning experiences that school
music programs can provide.” (David Elliott)

Is music a ‘core’ subject?
“. . . . . music education is a unique and major
source of many fundamental life goals. By actively
supporting the aims of music education, school
systems increase the likelihood that students
will learn to make a life as well as a living both
inside and outside school.” (David Elliott)

Is music a ‘core’ subject?

“Some people view music not as a subject
for serious study but merely as a form of
entertainment. Others believe that it can
be learned well enough outside school. Still
others see value in music but simply don’t
regard it as a high priority.” (Paul Lehman)

Is music a ‘core’ subject?
“The arts have suffered from a stereotype
that regards them as more ornamental than
essential, more emotional than reflective,
closer to the rim of educational purposes
than to its core.” (Elliot Eisner)

My own thoughts on
teaching - shaped by my
own research

Is music a ‘core’ subject?
”[Music] is often regarded to be essentially different from those subjects
requiring the development of the intellect - of intelligence. The “core” or
“basic” or “serious” subjects, like mathematics, sciences, languages, history,
and social studies, require ongoing, focused tuition. Music, on the other
hand, in this view, is a matter of talent rather than intellect, of
expression rather than intelligence. And everyone can enjoy it just by
“doing what comes naturally,” without the same need for systematic
study the basic subjects require.”

Statements that stress the ‘value’ of music in and of itself:
“Good music teachers…understand the power of music
and the need for it to be able to speak for itself rather than
be explained…[they] allow the music to work its own
magic…”(George Odam)

AND THEN . . . .

“Music exalts the human spirit” (Paul Lehman)

“Professional expertise is needed in order to convince people that music
is as important to support as everything now considered basic in
education, perhaps even more important in that it balances attention
to intellectual pursuits by attention to the inner
life.” (Bennett Reimer)

“[Music is] a workout for the soul.” (Nicholas Cook)

As teachers, much of what we
do follows a conventional path:
What - How - (Why)

“The power of music to touch our souls...” (Besa Luzha)

Great teacher reverse this by starting with why:
Why - How - What

Students remember their best teachers as:
Turning on their passion
Seeing something in them they don’t see
Simon Sinek

Simon Sinek

16 Year Old Flute Player

Commitment and Practice

“What does music mean to you?”

Mean Sight-reading Scores for Average Weekly Practice (over first 9 months of learning)
and Commitment to Playing Instrument

“Music motivates me. It consoles me and excites me.
It’s an intangible means of improving my life. It gives my
life more glory than it often deserves. . . . it’s important
to me because I enjoy it so much. I love the challenge.

Sight-reading Achievement
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My entire weekends are eaten up by music. The kids I
meet in the youth orchestra are amazing people.
I love that companionship.
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5
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16 Year Old Flute Player
“What does music mean to you?”
I remember my sophomore year of high school. I started thinking about
applying to music schools. My mom said “You know you’d be just as happy
being an English major or a history major, and you’d be much more
secure”. I was like, “OK, that’s fine”. . . I still don’t know what to do. I’m still
applying to music schools, but it’s hard to make a choice and I don’t want
to make a choice. My mum is supportive but worried. I think she just
wants me to be happy. She likes security. She’s worried that I won’t have a
secure position, or my life will be sort of all over the place. She hates
that. . . . I’d love to play in a great orchestra. But there is an opening once
every seven years, and thousands of people are trying for that one shot.
You have to move somewhere. My mom made me promise that I won’t
leave Chicago. She left her parents, and she doesn’t want me to do the
same to her. I can always break my promise, but I would like to have
options. And I think with music, you are very much bound to who wants
you and if they will, whether they will have you.

Students tend to give up if they are unable to
imagine themselves as ‘musical’ into the future

School Music Education

Elective
Music Education

School Music Education
Elective Music Education:
• Reinforces notion that:
Elective
✴ “music for the gifted”
Music Education
✴ Failure if you don’t go
on with music

Why?

General Music Education

To experience music with others is divine!
It’s the most special thing I have.”

Why?

General Music Education

School Music Education
Models of Success

Math = Mathematician?
Music = Musician?

ISME’s Greatest Challenge

General Music Education:
• Are we able to define how all
children benefit from some
form of basic exposure to
music within their education?
• How have those that don’t go
on to elect music benefited
from their 'general' music
General Music Education education?

Elective
Music Education

Three Dimensions of Advocacy
Strong Political strength would differentiate between:

To provide even better POLITICAL strength
for music education
If so, how might it do this?
What might our message to others outside our
discipline be?

School Music Education

• how music develops intellectual capacities and is at the
core of learning (i.e., the role of cognition, the intellect,
affect in music learning)
• how music should be valued in and of itself ( i.e., how
the lived experience of music enriches and adds value
to our lives)
• and, perhaps also, contextualize any non-musical ‘extra’
benefits of learning music - generic skills & outcomes

Elective
Music Education

General Music Education:
• Aural - ‘think in sound’
• Social engagement
• Creativity
• Cognition
General Music Education • Affect
• Cultural Sensitivity

Aspects to Celebrate
• Past 4 decades has seen explosion of high
quality research
• Professionally we are stronger than ever
before
• ISME is more ‘international’ than ever
before

Political Strength

Political Strength

Political Strength

• Develop consensus within our Society of the
overarching reasons why music education is a worthy
area of study within formal music education settings

ISME was formed to promote music in education, and this
continues to be the first part of our purpose statement

• Address misconceptions within the community by
showing how music is useful and important in a child’s
general education

Our global community is much better prepared than
any single nation to address challenges and turn
them into opportunities

Is ISME up to the challenge of focussing attention on the
first part of our Society’s Purpose statement?

Political strength will come only after we have been able to

• Meta-analyses might help

(Marie McCarthy, ISME Historian)

